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Tha Infittane« of Workara'   Management on the Development 

pf the Yufftfliflv Piflnalpr a•tam 

1. The overall planning system, i.e. its character, organization, 
methods of plan formulation and implementation, are determined by 
the régime of social ownership of the means of production, and by 
the system of workers' management, as the basic feature of social- 
ist production relations. The economic system, based on similar 
relationships and adapted to them, and the economic policy objec- 
tives, which are an emanation of the direct interests of policy- 
-makers,  also influence the planning system. 

2. Through planning, the economic policies are formulated   so as to 
fit the    concrete circumstances prevailing at the moment when    the 
plan is drawn up, in accordance with the adopted concepts and eco- 
nomic policy objectives.  Thereafter,  these policies are elaborated 
more in detail,    for particular fields of production and distribu- 
tion /particular stages of the social reproduction system/;    these 
policies are carried out in accordance with the activities per- 
formed under tae existing economic system which is adapted to    the 
existing production relationships!. Thè building up of the system of 
workers'  management is the basic characteristic of    the socio-eco- 
nomic system of socialist Yugoslavia.    Airing the twenty years of 
postwar development of Yugoslavia, mere than 3/4 of this period are 
periods of the workers'  management. The définitiTe introduction et 
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as political   thecry,   it has  been possible   to   find  appropriate   solu- 
tions  to   all problems which  have  arisen  during  the  development pro- 
cess.   Today  it  can   be  affirmed  with many  arguments  that  the     b*sic 
theoretical   solutions «ere   appropriate,   and   their  application  gave 

concrete   results. 

6.   At a   relatively  early period  Marx'   reproduction  theory has been 
utilized  in Jugoslav planning.   In this  context we have   to  deal with 
karx'   methods utilized in analyses of  concrete   situations,   parti- 
cular  to   a  given  country.   The  application of  *arx'   theoretical   ana- 
lysis /more particularly in connection with   the incorporation    of 
exports  and imports into  this analysis/  has enabled  the  solution of 
some practical questions,   and of all  methodological  questions relat- 
ing to   the determination,   In concreto,  of basic analytical  magni- 
tudes,   sectors and  subsectors of  the production scheme /utilization 
pattern  and value   structure of  the  gross social product etc./,  as 
well as   the method of determination of  real   savings,   etc. 

The use  of  this analysis in drawing up  the plans has enabled a  real 
insight   into   the  mutual  relationship between   the commodity  and  the 
value  structure of production,   and,  more particularly,   the planning 
of real  accumulation and real  relationships between commodity  stocks 

and the purchasing power. 

7.  In a purely organizational  sense  the Yugoslav  system of  social 
ptaming is gradually becoming adapted to  the  conditions prevailing 
under the  system of workers'   management,  and  thia concerns both the 
categories of plans,  their  content and mutual interrelations,   and 
the social  control of plan implementation. 

All the  institutions and bodies having a  say in  the formulation of 
economic policies or those  engaged in business have  their own plans, 
but there  still  are considerable differences between  the  "social" 
plans and the plans of enterprises,  both as regards their period of 
duration and their  content.   The plans of  socio-political communities 
/federation,  republics and communes/ are mainly medium-term and 
short-term plans,  but  the medium-term plans may also have a  long- 
-term foundation,  while the role of short-term plana is to provide 

/... 
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for  t^.e  imp lernen tat ion of  econoaiic policies formulated in   the  medium- 
-term plana,   so   that  their main  emphasis is on  the   so-called  current 
economic  policy measures,   through which  they may influence   the    im- 
plementation of  economy  policy objectives.   The  plans of   the    enter- 
prises differ among them,   dependent on the  sector of the   economy; in 
this matter all depends on  the  decision of   tht workers'   staff. 

8. Within   the  Yugoslav economic  system  conditions have  already been 
created  under which the  interests of  direct producers,  and   the  real- 
ization of  their  rights  in   the management of affairs,  exert a deci- 
sive  influence on   the  country's  economic policy,   and,  hence,  on  the 
content of social  plans,   their main objectives and their implementa- 
tion.   All   the plans have  the  same starting point.   This is,   in  the 
first place,   the unique  economic  system and tlie basic common econo- 
mic policy aims,  which are inherent in  the  economic  system,  viz.  in 
the  system of  socio-economic relationships.   All  the  factors playing 
a  role in  the formulation of    economic  policies  start  from this system 
and,   in connection with  and in function of  their own interests,formu- 
late  their own plans and determine the instruments of their implemen- 
tation,  insofar they are entitled to do  this.  As a  rule there  can  be 
no other methods of interconnecting the various kinds of plans,  ex- 
cept  those  freely agreed upon between  various independent  factors 
playing a  role  in the formulation of economic policies. 

9. Bstween  the  two world wars Yugoslavia has been a backward       agri- 
cultural   country.   The little industry she possessed was partly de- 
stroyed during the Second World War.  Upon  the rehabilitation of her 
economy,   during 19^5 and 19^6,  a new process of intensive industrial- 
isation set in.   At  the beginning,  more particularly during the 194-7- 
-1956 period,  industrialization was mainly centred on the  construc- 
tion of basic industry,  a fact which has largely contributed  to  raise 
the country's capacity  for capital  accumulation and has enabled the 
country to build up a proper base  for  self-sustained growth.   There- 
after the objective of economic policy was to achieve a better equi- 
librium,  but industry continued  to grow at the  speediest rate.  As a 
consequence cf this,industry became  the dominating sector of the eco- 
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In view of similarly close  links  between  the organization of  govern- 
ment and organization of planning,   the  legislation related  to   the 
organization of government,   and particularly  to  its  functions and  t,0 

its particular organs concerned with  economic  matters,   constitute 
the  appropriate basis  for planning. 

Thus,   the organization of planning,   as a  component part of organiza- 
tion of  government and  administration,   exerts an influence upon all 
other basic elements of planning,  i.e.   methods utilized  in  the 
formulation and implementation of plans,   because  these   both  stages 
of planning depend on  the internal organization oC planning organs, 
and on their  functions.   This is why  the organization of planning is 
of  such  a considerable importance in  the  edification of the  entire 
planning system. 

12. Along with  the evolution of the  system of workers'   management 
the planning process continuously tends  to  become more democratic. 
Some organizational  forms are being introduced involving the possi- 
bility for a  thorough discussion of drafts and projects of economic 
plans,   and in the wake of this process the plans of republics and 
communes acquire more importance.  Plans and measures for plan imple- 
mentation are exclusively enacted by  the  representative bodies,where- 
as the planning organs /at present  the Planning Institutes/  are 
transformed into   expert bodies exclusively concerned with the  task 
of formulating and proposing for enactment the draft pians and the 
plan implementation ir.eacures.  Plans have become social plans,  five 
year and annual plans,  with  emphasis on basic proportions,   so  that 
they lose their former character of mandatory directives,  and tend 
to become instruments whose  task is to impart a basic orientation 
to  the economy;   they also  contain some plan implementation measures, 
because,   as a matter of fact, plan implementation presupposes    an 
action of the economic  system. 

13. The organisation of planning involves organisational  forms for 
the formulation,  enactment and implementation of plans,  organisation 
of planning organs and, finally,  systématisation of plans according 
to their kind and their contents. 
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Dependent on differences In  the  character of  planning; under differ- 
ent  socio-economic  conditions,   special   procedures have  been adopted 
for  the various  scages of planning /formulation,   enactment  and  im- 
plementation of plans/.   In  that  connection  some  differences are 
likely to   arise in   the organisation of planning.   But,   in   view of 
the  fact  that this refers basically  to   the  samo object,   there is a 
general  scheme  to  which  the organisation of planning   must  conform, 
because of the  sequence of operations which  is  common  to   all  the 

plans. 

14. As a rule,the formulation of plans,  viz.   of other basic docu- 
ments concerning economic policies,  precedes  the  fixation of  eco- 
nomic policy objectives,   and  the  same  relates to  various  research 
works of an  analytical  and methodological  character.   Only after the 
completion of these operations it will  be possible  to  formulate the 
basic documents on economic policy measures cr  to make  forecasts 
concerning development. 

15. The formulation of plans,  is,   first of  all,   the   technical  part 
of planning operations,   and,   in fact,  it is   terminated when the cor- 
responding proposals are submitted  for adoption /plans,  projections, 
programmes,   and other analyses/,    completed by other  expert bodies. 
But,   as a rule,   these documents as  such never become mandatory pro- 
vision«,  but are  subject to  discussions among the factors deciding 
on economic policy measures,   their enactamt often requires con- 
siderable modification in the drafts and proposals submitted by the 
experts, often they must be   submitted in more than one variant.Only 
after this has bean done the drafts or other documents are adopted 
and become mandatory rules,   and constitute the foundation upon which 

the policies are built up. 

16.  Although the main policy-makers act as independent factors in 
the formulation and enactment of plans,  the nlans form a unity in 
the objective sense of the word,  because they all are based on a 
unique  economic system,  and  the  staffs of workers in enterprises ex- 
ert a decisive influence on the formulation and adoption of the 
plans.   The mere fact that  the  staff of workers in an enterprise has 

1 
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the  right  to   dispose of   the  major part or   tho   earned  income,   calls 

for  the  necessity  to   start with   an   analysis of   the Dossible behaviour 

of  these policy-makers and of  their interests when   9  social   plan has 

to  be  formulated.   But,   in  addition,   there is  9   gradual   formation of 

institutional   frameworks,   enabling   the   staffs of workers  tc  de- 

cide  either directly,   or indirectly  through   their  associations,  at 

all  the   stages of enactment  and  adoption of  the  social   plans. 

1?.   The  implementation of plans is  closely linked with   their  formu- 

lation and  enactment,   because  at   these   stages of  the planning proce- 

dure  the  planners must make   the  necessary  analysis of  conditions 

under which  the plan becomes  the   real   foundation cf  economic poli- 

cies.   In   this  connection,   the projections  must not only be adjusted 

to   the  existing economic policy instruments  /economic  system/,   but, 

at the  same  time,  it will  be necessary tc  determine what indispen- 

sable  nidifications will aave   to  be brought into   these instruments, 

and  the  planners must  go  un  with   the  formulation of  special  addi- 

tional  measures directly connected with  the plan,  which  are enacted 

together with   tfce plan, or separately.   The implementation of the 

plan  continues  to  be  closely  connected with  the analysis of effective 

movements which  are compared with  the planned  targets,   so  ttiat cor- 

responding decisions must be  taken if these -Dovements do  not corres- 

poud  to   the  true intentions of policy-makers,   and,  if  this is the 

caae,   it will  be nocessary to  amend  the plans,   or to  enact some new 

additional measures.   In addition,   along with  the implementation of 

the plan  it will  be necessary to   complete final  analyses concerning 

the development of  the economy during the corresponding period of 

the plan,  which are of no practical  value for current plane,but will 

serve ae an approach to future plans and will be utilized in the 
formulation of the new plan. 

From the above  said we may conclude that planning is,  by its very 

nature,  a  continuous and composite process, where all  the  stages are 

inteitwinned.   This calls for a corresponding organization  capable of 

assuring the undisturbed march of these and oth..r affairs, which 

must be carried out in an organised way, if we desire to obtain cor- 
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responding  results in   the  conduct of  general   economic policies. 

18.   In     he complex organization of planning a particular place be- 
longs  U    in-mstry.   The  planning  institution is  divided into   several 
sectors   »a«   dm-.nrUentB,   but  the   central  place  is held by industry. 
Thus,   for instance,   in   the  Federal   Harming Institute  the industrial 
sectors   always h*n   tne  most  numerous  staff,  possessing experts for 
each  industrial        inch.   In addition,   the  ministeries and,   later on, 
the  secretariats   for industry  are  also   engaged  in planning,   in co- 
operating with  the  a arming Institute    In   the  formulation of plans. 
Since  recently the economic  chambers are  also   entrusted with  some 
important functions in  the  formulation of   the plan,   first of  all  in 
assuring the necessary  linkage   between  enterprises,  more particular- 
ly in industry.   Their main role  is to  arrange  a confrontation of 
•lews  and interests of   the  enterprises with  the views and solutions 

laid down in the draft plan. 

19.   In   the  social  plans and other documents where  economic policies 
are formulated,   a particular place belongs to  industry.   In  the first 
place,   also   in the formulation of  the main development targets in- 
dustry  plays a decisive  role,   and there  can hardly be any modifica- 
tion in  the   structure  of production and distribution if industry 
does not fullfil  its targets.   In addition, under a  special heading 
or  section of the plan,  the main targets of industrial production 
are formulated in detail,   as well as the  main lines of industrial 
development,  the  development of particular branches of industry,the 
carrying out of investment projects,   and the main targets of the 
most important sectors /for example,  the energy sector,  basic    raw 
materials,   the most important products of the engineering industry, 
of other manufacturing industry,  etc./. 

Methods of Plan Formulation 

20. Within the planning procedures the formulation of a plan ia the 
work of professionals,  and is mainly performed by the experta of the 
planning institution.   But the work of experts cannot be dissociated 
from the influence of  social organs, participating in the planning 
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UTT*'^"  in  tte PTOOe3a °f Plan -«t-nt.   in view of  the fact 

: f : f ia d?""* become the basic *>—* —1-8 a platform  for  economic pclicv ma«mir»c, «„  *> , i-Ciicy measures or for measures which will be 
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D T"K  lnSUCUti0n  md  the P«"^-«..   *i. coopera- 
tion «Hi  be of averse intensity during the  various stages of plan 
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21.   The basic  stages in plan  formulation are  the following: 

' ZnllT T P;eParati0n °f  •*•«•««.!  data and other decapen- ta tion  for planning, 

- analyses of the economic «•«.,^4. , economic structure and of economic de- 
velopment, 

- projection,  in the first approximation, 
- final projections, 

- dynamic  and  structural verification of projections, 
- choice of variants 

- formulation of the final documents of the plan. 

22.  Preparation of statistical  and other documentation is not the 

fundamental duty of expart, of the planning institution, but is the 

result of work of particular statistical services and other kindred 

LT^n  T   * *** COnneCtloD-   —^ *«•• «• concerned „ith 
data collecting and processing and ,1th ft. preparation of the neces- 
sary documentation for planning purpose,. But th. formulation of a 

*Z « **'!" * Pr9Vl0U8 pr8P"atloa •' statistical and other docu- 
mentation, directly related to planning. 

23.  Analyses of economic development end of the economic structure ar. 
also called dynamic - structural analyses, and analyse, of economic 

movement, during the el.psed period.  During the process of plan formu- 
lation thee, kinds of analy.es are made b, th. experts of th. planning 

institution,  in cooperation »ith oth.r professional and scientific ln- 

/... 
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stitutions,   particularly   those  concerned  with   so-re   -i.rr.v     * M 

an xndisp.na.bl. prereouisite  for 3uell  ffi as . " 
economo dev9lopment 8nd of  th. „„„„^   ^ ^  •^'°l 

It,  for  further planning procedures.   Tt.ls anaivsi     ha3  "  ^ "    ^ 
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bl —,  -nil. the second  consists In  the „unification of the main 
structural   relationships in  time-series,  on the  basis o     s^lL 
analytical  results. similar 

24.   The determination of basic assumptions  for develops prolec 
ions consists of several   elements.   There  are,   in 

the  ?1»en  ec0nomic-Poli ti cal   assumptions,   i  e    so-ial 1     \ ' 

development  targets Martin« . ,.,.„*„./„;   ~T£a°T2Z "" 
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-le development processes and of the economic  structure    ZllZT 

assumptions  concerning  the   further evolution of  »eie ."-^L        T' 
tionships „u.t be considered  as ,!,.„    re •.,„?.   S°"°-ewno"ao rela" 
thfl .^     ^ ö  riven,   regardless whether  thev ars 
the  result cf  analyses made  by   the expert, «f „i 
or,   what i experts of planning authorities or    what 18 ^ often   tòe cqge^   wheth 

bated  to  other experts or  political  factors    Wt  fromi 

tlons,   economic  and political,   the experts of the     ^ b aSSUmP~ 

tion work out  themselves  quan  itative  3n!l   „   T * * Ín9tÍtU" 
primarily refer to  w,     q"antltativ#-3I1'1y<*"»l   assumptions, which 
P ny refer to  tendencies in  the evolution of basic relation 
ships among individual  elements of  tha * relation- 
^tt , ta of  the  »Genomic  structure    vi*    nf the economic qflrtnr. «K-í«U  I_ ulB>   viz.  or 

can oe 1. i„" ««*„""    """'"^  "" ^  ^ —-Ptien. 

-ehnlque8 applied ln ^^^  .^ï £ »*' «" " 

25.   The establishment of  the orolectinn  in  «-*    *• 

is tne bSBlanlng „, th. pl.m ng p 0    du ° r\*  T apPr0Xim'ti0Q 
word    m   H. ,. 8 procedure in the  true  sense of the •ora. A11 tt. preceding op„ations aps nothiDg sise tat d9ter^« 

/... 
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Uon of  elements  en»l,Jln;   to   «e   r>,   ,-, 
«»«I.   for   the  flnal   8We-01   tLe pi;.,;t "

CJeCtl°n-   The »'ejection,   „e 

-1..   fc,  aete•ine,   „ore  narre  C^     'T   '   ^   " '  ^al 

•ity   that   th.  Pia.  „ust   ba  m9.„   ,!   "° "*   Sts"  ^   tne „„„.- 

»"eh  co.utut.  a  first I  C*     • '   "^^   the Projection, 

variants.   In  addition,   so ,e  v,r<ants M *'  "^ ln   aaVersl 

"ves,   .„„   this  can  be   the  „^     0f • ,!  "''   ^  V"iOUS  alt — 
or of different methods  „sed in  th.lr'f        ,""*  C°nceDtua:1   «PPWach, 
-as«tutin, a flrst anproxlm °    n 

f"Œul9«--   Th. projetions 

« -at «,. one st9œs f:0r*? h;ra : :rher piob,: °r ^^ 
parallel, when one has  to   deal with   ,uL ^ ''"  "' ^ 
a^   dejections constitutin    I L^ w   ^"^ °f  *" ""- 

** orientation on development possibiul^" •tativ^ 
to  ch9ûf9  the pattern of oo-oj" P«d"    i   '   ""   "" ""*""«« 
corresponding initial   assumptions  for vari "  a0°°rdanc9 *ith   *»,. 
« -y *ake  a choice of ,„ „ V""'J' Plants.   <*  this basis 

-ino.  variant, which   shlTl   "    i^ , H i" ^'"^ f" °" 

-* also obtain the ^^^IZÀZ'^'^'^'  ""  "* 

*.   ««1  Projections are aade on  £* >^«oas. 

onlv  for  those variants   that have Hen °' ^"^ aas-P"ons 
the  forœmatlon of economic  oc,,* '**' " a Piatfo• *>r 

P-edure, which ^ZlT^lT^Z Tr^T' °~'   *'  - 
the projection,  is used once  ,gain    «,. approximations to 

*• n«! projections are troZl^SZT t""•' *' *'* 
» ord.r to obtain a projection foHl 1 \ 'tPUOtu"1 <"-»*. 
structure,  which can latter be utili     I ** °f *"* 9Conomi° 
«..t connection changes .£      J        "    "««»*. of the plm.   In 

not onlv ln  connection with   thT¿    *        ' "" Partlal Projections, 
also in connection ¿*£ I m9nti°n9d «"«"»«.n,  but 

Snobai  and the ^ZT^IZZ"^00 °< - « — •- into   the 

noue har«,nization of £!£,       ! " h"9 lDClUd9d tha **- 

«on ^ procedur    if   SC8"    T^ Pr°j9Ctl°na-  »• P»J.c- 
8tS- •'  «- Plan,  i... '.T^C-T r "e aPPr03Ch tt9 fi0- 
-iants Md t.e preparation of fi• ^u£«•"«-.   -oice of 

/... 



27.   Dynamic  ini  structural verificati•* «r - »h. .i«.ttof the 9Conjr :: - ^rr.r re for 

-, i-portsnt,  oeca.se  it belP3   to   deter. n ^le 721,'      V* 
tiona  are  well  fmin^ri   f*»• . 9îner  the project- 11  loun .ea   irom a material   nnint ^ *•  ,^ 
done in   havin»  re-our,»   -        „ e"'   and  ^^  is 

-  re-ourse  to  subsecment  analyses nf  rt,« ,.„ ,     ,* 
of production on the   final „suits of  th.T """"^ 
turai  verification ia   a  verv co'iVx     ' !    9V9l<~ P-ess. Struc- 

ks;   one of «,„ la   the v r    "      ^      7 "f "" S9ï°ral  "" 
«fers   to   all  area» of  r. „    iUcatlon of material   balanc-a „nich 
objects of iL P«"«"ctxoa  an,  consumption /means of labour 
objects of labours,   and objects of  consumption/    i„  .drt1 M !° 
is toe financial verification    viz     th. , addlt1011'   «"M 
balance-sheet    and,   reiated t    Ih   ' 

C0TOl9tl°n °f a financial 

i. of »aJOr importée:; ,    9      :;atT3tettaWC ""«••*«».  -i* 

cl-Kes in material oroduc ion '!" """  ^ "" "*' *» tói<* 
tiens,  na*,lv aether  thev 1 ! b.  b"   t"?"        Pr°dU°tÍOn "la- 

istin, „cio-economie r.JtiL    z   ^"    H^To *' *"  ~ 
obtain th. elements not onl, for th. co   / £   * *"  *« »°S3ibla  to 
also  for   tU, correction of several   .1.1".      r P«*«"*«»..,   but 
«-ia being linked with ."hod8  "í""*' °f "" Sy8tfim **••». 

methods    of plan implementation. 
23.   The  formulation and choii-» of h«.< „ 
'act,   the   final stag, of ÏÏLV     \ ""^ °f tte plan ia'   *» 

of ouanUtativ. Jfyel    L"n IT t\       ' "^  ^ "" °f •»*">*» «uoxyses.   ¿v«n wh©n  the  finsi  r>T>«s-«*-< 
associated with dvn^c  „. 8tructural   „ °    ^«*"»• «« —•. 

«an,  for   s.v.r.l r..sons,   that .U   th. variants of'th, "°* 
*x>« «orkod out. m th. first „i.e.    »! Tariant;8 of the plan har. 
formulation is . v.„ I < ' •n£i" «"»«dure of pi«, 

can moiif, th. 1MU,C î ÎSTÏT."""" IT"" ^ 
to repeat  *, entire edu      • *"' " *« »* W,«,«, 

completed th. fina proJ.ctLn it «n h * "^ ""'• *"" ***** 

—-—1*. corrections. * ih L", ' ^T"»« to iote»d- *• 
-«.iv m en^^ u„ baaic rt-^*'   *" °f *8 '"ia»*a consist 

«»at thev My b9 co^leted  ^^ slT"10"10 8trUCtUM'   » 
• projection has bean »ad. for J«.\    . Proc.dur.,  b.c6us. 

—. —...... J•nrr.rj;:-„ra- S-Jí. 
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in* ;üz    °   pisn 8s an officiíi —^c poucy cocu- 
iTn't      ,  ? 1S 7 t0   dePeRd °n  TarÍOUS <*»«H«,t-;0n,    and 

based en Trt.       T "' h,Ve "0t   *°  deal "1*" variants 

refer to elects which are not of fundamental  Stance for „ 
given  eoonomic poUcy>   but represent var n0MiblUtl      and 

natives .ithin  tt. complex „f ^   _ ^^ »    -    ^ter- 

affair    of poUcy-ma*ere to ta*e  a  fi„al  decision about it. 

o2f'fiTn! T88 0f/lan  f0rBUUU- ia t«-i«t^ with the dra.ing up 

J10! T '  Ue-  °f toe Plan ln  *« pr°P" •«» or  the 
"    be  nr rrtatÍOn* T"l0US  anneX93'   EPe0Íal -^»-   -to-ai.. in  th,  first piace,  is an affair of organization of placing because 
it  concerns tte  contents of tbe plan,   but at  the  sane ti.        t has 
a  »ethodological asp9ct insofar as „ ccnoerns '•  «J> 

ing the economic policy objectives and tasfcs,   given th. nub iT 

TZT        °Ì T" dOCUBent8-   The  °haraCt" °f  the- »»ou«.», is, 
reT Meni:    T T dem8Dd9 *"  ^ DflBl° ^""^   *— and relaticnships be dearly defined,   and »ell  arFu,ented so  *at they 

o7DÎLTeT:f by ""  tte faCt0r9 *"«<*«>•">* in the procedure of plan formulation and plan Implementation. 

ZstTiT T'î"  St8e" °' PlSa  f0r»Ulati-.  banning in  the in- 
dustrial sector is particular!, i.portant.   Already in the analyse. 

tri.l production and r.l.tionshlps ia indu.try and other aotiviti" 

~nt    ínfu t    aPPrOJd"tlon8te P~J.cticn. concerning global d.v.lop- 
~nt    industry i. . nAi *ich Aould ba c^,^ „ autonoB)ue.P 

liuti      r: 7*  " ^elatlTel, riebtfUl    »»•la*ion between th. 
.volutin in industry and agriculture, on th. on. hand,  and other 

Ï PrLltr"0",8 ?*i"*UM f" ind»^ — .Kultur. «.bl.. 
th.pr.par.tion of initial global  proj.ction. for the .conoay a. . 



lag«  Ifc 

vi 

'¡•'6:!u    -t3tiiv..ú.-j   art?   i.uiizfil   t'ov   sectoral     projects.    Iti   ïugosla- 
sv.stHUi-la í   efí   rts   te   rel-ue methods   ci   partial   ai: al -s- su a  and 

rlaii.u't.    wiCi   ^iofadl   :-(-thoas   di'e  just   at    lì rt  n rellanar /   styles. 

Su   f=>r,   analytical   methods  and  proper  metheas   for projections h3ve 
been worked out for  industry,   agriculture,   forestry,   building indus- 
try,   transportation   ,   tournât   tr«»de,   trade   and  handle raft   trades. 
In   wadition,   analytical   method dll'   "'¿thods  for making   projections 
h9ve   been   work eu out  for   the  basic  categories oí consumption;invest- 
¿ent,   private   consumption,   and  social   services,   as well   as  analyti- 
cal   nethods and methods   for  projections   in   the  domain of   external 
economic   relations  /exports and  imports/. 

12,   As  reuard.i partial or   sectoral    projections, develop-cents in 
industry  hold   the main place,   xiegardless oí   tue degree of   aggrega- 
tion,   and  of   tue method which  has been utilized in making   structu- 
ral   projections,  all other  projections depend  on those which have 
been  prepared   for  industry.   When rough   structural projections are 
maae,  of   ine   so-called   seven-sectoral   noce],   industry is   treated  as 
a   saddle   sector,  but   the   already mentioned   correlation with   the  evo- 
lution 01' other acni vi ties enables that   the hypotheses  concerning de- 
velopments in  industry aetermine the other  elements in a   similar 
structural  projection.   As  far  as structural  projections  are  concern- 
ed,   which   are  made on  the   basis of more   elaborate    iaoaela,   in utiliz- 
ing  in ter-sec toral    input-output techniaues,   the disaggregated   sector 
is industry.   If v9 nave   to   deal with   a  fifteen-sectoral  model,   indus- 
try  encompasses seven   sectors;   in a  fou rty-sec toral model   twenty 
sectors are industrial,  while in a hundred-sector model  the number 
of  industrial   sectors is   sixty.   If we utilize   the method of material 
balances,  which generally deals *ith  15C   or more production groups, 
industry   encompasses the   largest percentage of  groups.   Thanks to its 
central place  in an  economy,   to   the degree   it ia integrated into  it, 
and  to  relationships of interdependence with other domains and 
groups through  the structural projections   referring to industry we 
may  analyze  and verify all   the other    sectors of the  economy. 

33.   Projections concerning regional development constitute  a compo- 
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lient  part of the  Yugoslav  system of projections,   and   as  such  they  are 
partly integrated  into   the  general   Pattern.   But  in   this way it is 

possible  to  obtain on J y the  initial   assumptions UDOQ which   the  system 
of projections concerning regional   devolopment  shall   be baaed,   and 
for  the  verification  of  the   fact   to  wr at  extent  the   gystetr  of general 
projections may help   to   implement   the   economic policy objectives and 
tasks   also  in this  sphere of planning.   Projections  and  economic Diana 
for  the  country as a whole /federal  plans/  include  in   themselves  the 
basic   elements of projections and  plans for other   socio-political  com- 
munities.   But, within   the  framework  of  Yugoslav economic policies a 
particular place is  given to  development policies in  respect of less- 
developed  areas,  which  are a particular field of Yugoslav projection- 
making and planning.   Analytical methods and methods cf projection- 
making applied in respect of  these  areas,  as different  from those 
related to   the Yugoslav economy as  a whole,   are formulated   separate- 
ly.   Favourable results have  recently  been achieved  in   this  field,  in 
view of  the  fact that original mathematical /econometric/ models 
have  been worked out,   which  are very useful  in concrete planning 
operations.   In addition,  in  connection with   regional   planning,  and 
the formulation of the   medium-term plan for  the period  ending 1970, 
efforts were made  to   construct some location models for  the most im- 
portant branches.   In the construction of these models,   methods of 
linear programming wer© used.   These models enable  an objective ap- 
proach   to physical planning,  particularly in connection with new 
constructions, a  fact which helps  the policy-makers to   take rational 
investment decisions.   -Biese models are  analytical  in  that  sense that 
they help  solving th« probità of  the optimum size and location of 
new plant,  in relation to the market,   as well as transportation pro- 
blems  concerning raw materials and finished products,   so that this 
analysis can efficiently contribute    to  the insertion of necessary 
corrections into  the formerly drafted global and partial projections 
for the economy as a whole. 

34. In formulating the plans for regional development,   industry 
holds  the main place as in Yugoslav planning in general.  If we throw 
a glance on the overall organization and planning methods, we will 

A.. 
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find , host of arguta  for  thi. general   statement,   because the main 

ZtT ZT'  3UCh aS  th9 Plan9 °f ^nent republics and communes 
•ere drafted in the  same way as  Yugoslav social plana.   ttie is 9„n 

•or.  true of plans drafted for leas-developed areas.  Policies of ac- 
celerated development concerning the less-developed areas which are 
pursued  ln ïugoslaïia sinC9 1957>   lQ uging p,mculap ^ 

prxmarily centered on industrialization.   Development of less-develop- 

in pamcular areas,  which are  the promoters of growth  and, oflhe 

economy and social  transformation of  these areas,   ^ese location 
»ode s,   recently utilized In drafting plans for regional  development 
aainly refer to particular sectors of industry,   such  as cement    te.l 
and aluminium,  etc. x 

Flan Implementation  Methoda xmA«v ^ Svfltfttn Af 

Workers'   teanaft»m«n*: 

Ìn.Zl T7 r^039 °f PlanniDg'  C°D3"««> « an  economic policy 
instrument and method,  is the implementation of plans.   For this 

reason plan implementation methods are not only an integral part of 
Planning,  hut its essential,  more important part.  N»l      JH 

prlPc rtiV6S "d  ta8kS'   toe rate <" *•tt'   the  s^iftsT 
dev 1    IT r87tÍOn'  "'  in °ther W0rd8'  ""  *• «l—*• °< a development plan,   become reality only through  the proceas of plan 

mp «mentation    But,   aa a x»l.,   the results effectively ob", n. 

s IIII    r   i *' P08Slble 80Clal  SyStemB'  f• *• objective. 

system     irli      ',indÍ0*tlVe"   p1^^ " as under JL 
systems.  For this reason,  th. methods of plan i»pl.,.ntatlon haï, 

their particular significa, in th. proc... of plannlng 2 stir 
ing economic dev.lopm.nt. 6 Ma 8tMr^ 

«./.tm £.*£"? Prej9eti0n"'   *« Proportione of the plan on. 
*      a     I  TO" ** SlT,n 8y8t«B of P»d»otlon r.lations,   and.henc. 

infïu en!,    r 9C0nOBlC ^^   "^S" *hi°h  *« « ci.1  community influence, the entlr. proc.s. of sool.l  reproduction.  In this o.2 
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the  economo polio, instruments are jessed ln quantltatlve , 

cetera    determined by the level of materiel  production forces and bv 
.«-OMO poncy obJ.etlT.. aiA taske. ftat meane tt    ; - - »y 

level of economic development,   chanca must inevitably occur in L 

level of development aleo induca qualitative  changes in economic 
polcy instruments,   but here .e have to deal   „ith prob L721    in 
fact,  involve Ganges in the  socio-economic  system    i  ill 
to  the   "ïiv.n  =«=*.„    «•        ., system,  i.e.   they refer 
arrive  a^Z Paction relations»,   starting from this «e 
arrive  at  the generai conclusion that, despite  the  '.,.<. «.«.„. 
nomic policy instruments determine    iñ    H ,     *        * *"*  ** '^ 
T-hÄ    i , mne'  ln Principle,   the proportions of 
he plan,   each development planning of material production neces a! 

in eycoZ3 TT 
and forecarts cono"ning «•«" *«£ in economic policy instruments,   at the planned level of development 

pin2r:rniapo8sme*>d3u-->*°^°• <z 
Plan so  that  they may be brought into harmony with  economic policy 

TBnTZT\thle Ía tb' ba8iC *"•"«°* - *e basic mei    for 
L•7t i*1'""*«*10» °f —-«l« Policy objectives and  tasks 
formulated in the plan, and quantified in . determined .ay 

57.  Quantitative adjustment of planned proportions so as to  rit the 
onomic po cy instrument, i. not of such . high significane in 

drafting multlannual plans, than in the case of short-term or an- 
nual plans.   But, if pi«« »lth . dupatlon of ^ •* 

vised   on. mu.t inevitably consid.r *. ne.d for qualitative change. 

hanl    7 ayetmt  *"'  in  *'* —•"«<»«.   »Lo the n.ed Tor change, in .conoce polley inmttaanU ,t ^ J" 
nomic .v.lopBent. „ ohang„ m necd8Mry ia ¿ egr 0r .«- 

o^aucti a88UBPf0M ln d""in8 -1*1-»«! Projection, for material 

in quantitativ adjustment of  the proportion, oí th. plan,  to brin¡ 

I ,p inacL°Ta Buitiannu*1 pian' - -«•*» •*«*.*» pu . 
Ut InT f        f PaPtlCUl"ly tru« °f •—«l" Policy instrument., 
let alon. of mstrummt. for plan impl.ment.tton. 

38. to drafting multiannual plan. ln „n,t„,r fe„ mg My ^ ^ 
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will   be possible  to   start  from much  safer   assumptions  in   quantifying 
economic policy objectives and  tasks,   sc   that   the platform   for   the 
quantification of economic policy instruments  appears much   more  cer- 
tain.   Por one  year plans   the   qualitative   aspects of econoadc poli- 
cies  are already given in  the  development   plans,  or through   corres- 
ponding decisions concerning the economic   system,  or  through  other 
decisions or documents concerning the basic  elements of  economic po- 
licies.   Apart from  that,   as far the possible  material development 
during the next annual period is concerned,   the main factors deter- 
mining development  are given through previous development,   so   that 
the   existing economic  system or  the changes which occur under pre- 
viously taken decisions,  determine the possibilities of utilizing 
these  factors.   Under  similar circumstances   the hard core of  the 
plan are material proportions which,  in  the   first place,   serve  as a 
basis for quantitative adjustments with   economic policy instruments, 
and,   hen^e,  as  a basii for  the   quantification of  economic policy 
instruments.   Although  the   emphasis is on   this kind of  quantifica- 
tion,  one  should not underestimate  the projections of material pro- 
duction,   because quantitative planning of  economic policy  instru- 
ments depends on the degree of  their accuracy. 

39.   If we make  analyses of quantitative  adjustments of plan propor- 
tions in order that they may be brought  into  harmony with   economic 
policy instruments,  we must bear in mind  the  importance of economic 
policy instruments in shaping economic development.  For this reason, 
when  speaking of quantitative  adjustments,   and of quantification of 
economic policy instruments, we must have  in view only the indispen- 
sable volume of changes,  under the assumption that the foundations 
do not  change,  nor the quantitative expression of the majority of 
economic policy instruments.  But even if we  start from the unreal- 
istic assumption,   that there will  be no  changes even in a  single eco- 
nomic policy instrument,  it is indispensable  to proceed with  the 
harmonization of the plan proportions with   economic policy means 
and  instruments,  because,   at a higher level  of development,     the 
global ratios do not necessarily change,   so  that it will be neces- 
sary to determine what kind of  changes are  likely to occur,and what 
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kind of   economic policy measures  should  be  enacted   in  order  to   as- 
sure   a  harmonious development,   and  the  implementation of economic po- 
licy objectives  and  tasks  at  a  given   stage of  development. 

40. Industrial production has  the highest  share  in  global  production 
figures  and in  the  formation of national  income,   and  manufactures 
form  the  major part of the   stock   of commodities  available  for  distri- 
bution  and  consumption.   Industrial  production  also  plays  the major 
role  in  the harmonization of balances and of   plan proportions with 
economic policy instruments.   At  the  first  stage  of  this process of 
harmonization it is important   to  make proper  analyses  showing the 
impact of income distribution  decided by the  enterprises on  the   evo- 
lution of global   social  resources,   and,   hence,   on  the  implementation 
of the plan related to  the formation and distribution of these    re-. 
sources.   This  system of distribution of  the enterprises'   revenues 
concerns primarily the industrial  enterprises,   and only if  the need 
is felt  for  such  a measure,   income distribution in other branches 
is regulated by special provisions. 

41. Quantitative harmonization of plan proportions with economic 
policy  instruments is  closely linked with  the  following plan imple- 
mentation  techniques -  analysis of plan implementation,   and,   first 
of  all,   current short-term  analysis.  The latter provides the neces- 
sary elements for decisions  concerning the use of  economic policy 
instruments for plan implementation.   This analysis may show  that the 
difficulties arising during the implementation of the plan can be 
attributed to  the weaknesses of the plan itself,  or to   the inadequacy 
of the  economic policy instruments, or to both causes.   In this case 
the  corresponding policy-makers may take  concrete  measures in order 
to overcome these difficulties,   irrespective of the fact whether 
this can be done in amending the plan itself or through modifications 
of economic policy means and instruments. 

42. A complex analysis of plan implementation upon  the  termination 
of the plan period has an other significance.   The purpose of this 
analysis is  to help the planners to improve  the planning methods in 
the future,  in order to  detect  the nature of   shortcomings which  are 

/ * » » 
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the  cause   that   the  effective  results of planning rest  behind   the 
planned  targets.   Vve must  underline  the  fact that  this  analysis basic- 
ally differs from analyses of the   former kind.   An analysis of  econo- 
mic  development offers  concrete   analytical   elements  for projections 
of economic development,   «hile   the analysis of  plan  implementation 
enables  a  critical  analysis of planning methods,  including the plan- 
ning of  economic policy instruments.   Thus  the   first kind of  anelyses 
is devoted to   real  economic movements,  while  the  second  brings es- 
timates on the implementation of   the plan,   as  an economic policy in- 
strument. 
43. With   quantitative adjustments of   the proportions of  the plan to 
fit  the  economic policy instruments,  with  analyses of plan implemen- 
tation and the  adoption of corresponding measures,   tne  activities of 
policy-maker s in  the field of planning aT • not  exhausted.  The  entire 
activity of economic policy-makers is directly connected with  plan- 
ning,  insofar  this term is related  to   the  formulation of an  economic 
policy document which constitutes a proper basis for  tne implementa- 
tion of   these policies.   The  activities of  economic policy-makers con- 
sist in a  systematic analytical  work   related  to planning and  plan im- 
plementation,   in utilizing  to   this effect modern analytical  methods. 
Apart from that,   the policy-makers have to   analyze  the  entire  acti- 
vity in  the economic field  and  to  make deci sions concerning current 
problems,   in accordance with legal previsions.   But,   analytical work 
designed  to establish a link  between  the proportions of  the plan and 
economic policy instruments,   and  to promote plan implementation, 
serves as a general platform for  exerting influence upon the econo- 
mic movements,   in accordance with the  rights and obligations of in- 
dividual   (iconomic policy-makers. 

44. In order to make an objective estimate of  the results of plan 
implementation,   and of economic policy measures in general, one must 
start with a comprehensive analysis of economic movements in trying, 
at the same time,  to determine the very causes of developments which 
have made that the effective results rest behind the planned targets. 
In doing  this it will be necessary to make a  systematic classifica- 
tion of the main analytical elements which must be included in the 
analysis. 
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On   the basis of analyses concerning  the implementation of  the basic 
objectives  and tasks,  of the   terapo  and  the  main  directions in plan 
implementation, of   the basic   structural changes in the economic 
ajsteiD and   the conditions under which   it is  carried out,   it will  be 
possible   to  establish the  cau.es of developments which have made 
that the  effective   results of plan implementation differ from plan- 
ned  targets.  These   causes may be  qualified  and   this renders the 
analysis objective. 

•5.   The analyses of plan implementation in Jugoslavia,   expressed in 
global indicators,   show that   there has alwa, been a considerable 

disparity between   tte effective results achieved in  the process of 
econome  development and planned objectives and  tasks /in the 

quantitative sense/.   If there is a lack of systematic,  »ore tnorough 
and more comprehensive analysis,   it »ill not be possible  to measure 
these facts, i.e.   to determine to »hat extent  the shortcomings can 
be attributed to  the weaknesses of the plans,  or of the economic 

system,   má to what  extent the, have been conditioned by objective 
reasons. 

But,  in making long-term comparisons between  the planned objectives 

and   the  results obtained in  increasing production,  and in producing 
ehifts in  the economic  structures may state  the fact that,  in the 

main lines»  the planned teir.po is attained /with  exceptions concern- 
ing  certain medium-term periods/,   and  also   the planned shifts in 
the  economic structure.  The  fields, where the plans are the least 

realistic,   are those related   to price  formation and to   the behaviour 
of market,   both domestic and  external.   Price increases have alwaya 
been hi^er than foreseen,  and very often the effective flows of 

exporte and imports differed  from the planned flows.   This can be at- 
tributed to  a series of factors,  but the main cause are the defi- 

ciencies of the economic system,  and the use of inadequate analyti- 
cal method« in planning prices and foreisn trade.  In this field,too 
charges for better can be anticipated,   after the recent modifica-     ' 
tions of  tiie economic system. 

46.  Although the analyses which »far have been made in Yugoslavia 
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point  at the   differences between   qctual   economic  movements  and plan- 

ned   targets,   in   the domain of  industrial   production   these  differences 

have  not been important,   except   in   some   cases where   they  are due   to 

trie   impact of  extra-econonac factors.   *e  may conclude   from  this that 

planning in   inòustry has been more   successful   than  planning in any 

other domain.   This is particularly   shown   by the  increase in  the 

value of industrial assets.   If we  consider  that the present level of 

economic development /with  a per   capita income of  5SC  US dollars/ 

substantially differs   fron,  the  level   from which postwar  economic de- 

velopment has  started,   while  the   economy's capacity  for cat ital   ac- 

cumulation is  four times higher   than   it used  to   be,   and  the way in 

which  Yugoslavia  is integrated   into   the  international  pattern of divi- 

sion of labour differs  very much   in  quality  f re m the   former,   and if, 

in addition,   we  take into   account  that  agricultural  production utilizes 

more modern techniques /so   that it will be less  exposed to  the 

adverse  effects of climatic  and  other natural  elements/, we may be 

sure  that the material   conditions under which  the Yugoslav industry 

operates today will most certainly improve,   and,   as a consequence of 

this industry will hold an even  more important place within the 

framework of  the  Yugoslav economy,   than it holds today.   The  conclu- 

sion is  that  planning of industrial production will have an even 

lar  er impact on Yugoslav development planning.   Within the  framework 

of  the  Yugoslav system of workers management,   the  system of incen- 

tives is increasingly being expanded,  and,owing to   this,planning is 

becoming more  and more oriented  towards a  continuous improvement of 

living  standards;  or,   in other words, policies are  being pursued 

whose objective is to  achieve a  concinuoua improvement of material 

conditions and of the cultural life of the working people.   The exist- 

ing material   conditions and social environment in industry can entail 

a mnre rational utilization of  available production  factors,  and faci- 

litate  the orientation  towards a more  successful  realization of pro- 

claimed econoiuic policy objectives.  The most decisive factor in this 

domain is tfcw fact that the policy-makers in enterprises are increas- 

ingly becoming interested in the  success of these policies. 
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.    ,     .        •     ,,.-,,   ..  -n  -ho  •   -t       In   thf  caco of a lp-scctor model,   industry industry   is dwell«-!  un    ne  ...-'oi.     J."   -' 
encrasses  u«-. 7 rf th.:   sect,«;   in the  case of a 40-seCtor model   industry 

encompass«. about  •«     <   ^  '^"'  ^  • ^  ^ °f * **"*«»* ^ 
industry „ncur^s,.*  :, ~r a of  U,    sectors.    In »..plying the method ol 

,,.*,: lai   balancing,  winch  usually involves .ver 150 or several  hundred 

production erou; mgs,  industry  covers over 60 per cent of the groupings 

even in  this  syst an of structural  itemization and testing of the  plan.    Its 

central  status and its decree of integration with the national   economy,  its 

interdependent with other sectors and grouping provides possibilities for 

elaborate and testing all tne remaining, sectors of the economy by means 

of the  structural projections of industry. 

6        In the elaboration of regional development plans industry  appears as 

the most portant üomain.    The general  pattern of the planning organization 

itself and the method used explains this  fact.    The basic regional plans - 

those affecting the republics,   che districts,  and the communes  - are drawn 

up on lines  similar tc those of the »11 Yugoslavia plans,  so that industry 

appears prominently.    However,   industry is highlighted even more in pre- 

paring development piano   for the underdeveloped regions of the  country.    The 

policy of uuickened development cf the underdeveloped répons,   which has 

been pursued  in Yugoslavia since 1957 relying on special methods, is  primarily 

based on industri'.    The development of the unaerdeveloped regions in Yugo- 

slavia begins with the construction of major industrial  projects in parti- 

cular location, which become  the protagonists of a continuing economic 

development  and tne economic and social tra,.formation of the region. 

7.      By virtu, of the dominant position of industrial output in the total 

production and in the national income, and particularly by virtue of the 

fact that in the net available social means for distribution and consumption 

the greatest contribution by far is that of industry, it is industry there- 

fore,  that commands the  greatest importance in balancing and co-ordinating 

• • • 
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the proportions of the plan and the instrument» of economic policy.    In the 

first phase of keeping the plan in balance the most important consideration 

ia to analyse the effects of the system of distribution of economic organi- 

sions« income upon the total available social means and, by extension, upon 

the reaction of the plan of the formation and distribution of this means 

TMe income distribution system of economic organizations primarily refers 

to industrial enterprises, and such distribution in other sectors is regulated 
by separate formulae when necessary. 

8.     Planning has been more successful in the sphere of industrial production 

than in any other sector.    Besides, it is pertinent to stress that industrial 

production has increased at a very rapid rate since the last war, and has 

exhibited a comparative stability and steadiness in the process.    Considering 

that the present level of economic development differs essentially from the 

old post-war one, the savings accumulation power today being about four times 

high«, the specialization in industry qualitatively different, and farm 

output experiencing an increasingly modern development, less and less influenced 

by extra-economic factors, particularly the climatic ones, lh* established 

Serial cpnditions in the sphere of industrial production are bound to assume 

a growing importance in the further development of Yugoslav economy.    It 

follows that planning for industrial output will increasingly influence 

pUnning for the overall development.   The stimulating system of economic 

operations which is promoted through the Yugoslav self-management system is 

causing planning to seek more and more the realization of the policy of 

5-proving living standards, and the policy of the continuing improvement of 

the material and cultural conditions of the life of the working people.   The 

«dating material and social conditions in the field of industrial production 

can contribute to an even more rational utilization of the available product- 

ion factors and to an even more direct orientation of the whole economy 

tonar*» the realization of the declared aim« of economic policy.    The decisive 

factor in this context is the direct "interest of the basic protagonists of 

economic policy in the economic organization established to bring about a 
réalisation of that policy. 










